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845-025-2510
Licensed Producer and Patient Agreements

(1) A licensed producer who is registered by the Commission to produce marijuana for patients may have agreements with up to 24 patients during any one calendar year.
(2) A licensed producer must use a form of patient agreement prescribed by the Commission that includes:
   (a) The name, contact information, and OMMP card number of the patient and the patient’s designated primary caregiver, if applicable.
   (b) A statement that the producer may not be compensated by the patient for producing or providing marijuana to the patient, but may reimburse the producer for the costs associated with producing or providing marijuana to the patient.
   (c) A statement that the producer may not produce more than the equivalent in square feet of six mature plants for the patient.
   (d) The amount of usable marijuana that may be provided to the patient or to the patient’s designated primary caregiver, not to exceed 24 ounces in any one transfer or three pounds in a 12 month period.
   (e) The amount of usable marijuana the producer is permitted to transfer, if any, to other patients not named in the agreement, not to exceed 24 ounces in any one transfer or three pounds per patient in a 12 month period.
   (f) The amount of usable marijuana the producer is permitted to transfer or sell if any to a registered marijuana processing site or registered dispensary, not to exceed 25% of the total annual yield from the producer’s medical canopy.
   (g) The requirements for terminating an agreement as prescribed by the Commission.
   (h) A statement that the producer may not produce marijuana for the patient unless the producer has been registered with the Commission to produce marijuana for patients.
(3) A producer may not enter into an agreement with a patient who has a grower registered with the Authority or with a patient who has entered into an agreement with another licensed producer under this rule.
(4) A producer may not produce marijuana for a patient until the Commission:
   (a) Verifies the patient’s registration status with the Authority;
   (b) Approves the agreement; and
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(c) Notifies the producer that the producer may produce and provide usable marijuana to that patient.
(5) A producer may neither give nor receive consideration for entering into a patient agreement, except as allowed by these rules.
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